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Options and Accessories
Adapters

Inside Thread (ordering code P and R)

Inside Thread (ordering code T, V and X)

The inside thread option comes mounted from factory if 

this is stated in the ordering key at order. Possible types for 

the different unit sizes depend on the ball screw diameter 

of the unit, see “Ball screw diameter” in the table.

Ball screw diameter Type A B

T60 25 mm P 22 M16 × 2

T90 / ECT90 25 mm P 22 M16 × 2

T90 / ECT90 25, 32 mm R 24 M20 × 1,5

The inside thread option comes mounted from factory if 

this is stated in the ordering key at order. Possible types for 

the different unit sizes depend on the ball screw diameter 

of the unit, see “Ball screw diameter” in the table.

Ball screw diameter Type A B

T130 / ECT130 40 mm T 45 M27 × 2

T130  / ECT130 40, 50 mm V 45 M33 × 2

T130 / ECT130 40 mm X 45 M30 × 2
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Options and Accessories
Adapters

Outside Thread (ordering code N and Q)

The outside thread option comes mounted from factory if 

this is stated in the ordering key at order. Possible types for 

the different unit sizes depend on the ball screw diameter 

of the unit, see “Ball screw diameter” in the table.

Ball screw diameter Type A B

T60 / T90 / ECT90 25 mm N 32 M16 × 1,5

T90 / ECT90 25, 32 mm Q 40 M20 × 1,5

Outside Thread  (ordering code S and U)

The outside thread option comes mounted from factory if 

this is stated in the ordering key at order. Possible types for 

the different unit sizes depend on the ball screw diameter 

of the unit, see “Ball screw diameter” in the table.

Ball screw diameter Type A B C

T130 / ECT130 40 mm S 54 M27 × 2 66

T130 / ECT130 40, 50 mm U 45 M33 × 2 57
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Options and Accessories
Adapters

Spherical Joint  (ordering code J and K) 

The spherical joint option can be mounted on the unit 

from the factory if this is stated in the ordering key 

at order, or can be ordered separately using the part 

numbers. When ordered separately, all necessary 

components to attach the spherical joints to the unit 

are included. Note: When ordering a spherical joint 

separately, make sure that the extension tube end has an 

outside thread adapter to be able to mount it.

Type A B C D E F p/n

T60 / T90 / ECT90 1 J 76 97 42 16 15 21 D606 193 + D290 286

T90 / ECT90 2 K 90 115 50 20 18 25 D606 192 + D290 281
1  Only fits T60, T90 and ECT90 units with diameter 25 mm screw (T06xxxxxx25, T09xxxxxxx25 and ECT09-xxxxxxxx25) 
2 Only fits T90 and ECT90 units with diameter 32 mm screw (T09xxxxxxx32 and ECT09-xxxxxxxx32)
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Options and Accessories
Adapters

Spherical Joint  (ordering code L and M)

The spherical joint option can be mounted on the unit 

from the factory if this is stated in the ordering key 

at order, or can be ordered separately using the part 

number(s). When ordered separately, all necessary 

components to attach the spherical joints to the unit 

are included. Type M joints include a grease nipple. 

Note: When ordering a spherical joint separately, make 

sure that the extension tube end has an outside thread 

adapter to be able to mount it.

Type L   

Type M            

Type A B C D E F p/n

T130 / ECT130 L 1 137 172 70 30 25 37 D606 191 + D290 287

T130 / ECT130 M 2 115 164 97 40 32 40 D606 159

1  To be able to mount a type L joint, the actuator must be equipped with a type S adapter (see page 55). This joint is not possible to mount on a T13xxxxxx50 type of actuator.  
2 To be able to mount a type M joint, the actuator must be equipped with a type U adapter (see page 55).
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